
HARTLAND’S EGO STRENGTHENING SCRIPT

You have now become SO deeply relaxed… SO deeply relaxed… that your mind has 
become SO sensitive…  SO receptive to what I say… that everything that you allow into 
your mind… will sink SO deeply into the subconscious part of your mind… and cause so 
deep and lasting an impression there… that NOTHING will erase it. In this condition, 
your subconscious mind is NOW at the forefront; it is NOW readily accessible to my 
suggestions to you.

Consequently… these things that you allow into your subconscious mind… begin to 
exercise a greater and greater influence over the way you THINK… over the way you 
FEEL… and over the way you BEHAVE.

And… because these things ALWAYS remain… firmly imbedded in the subconscious 
part of your mind… after you have left here… when you are no longer with me… they 
continue to exercise the same great influence… over your THOUGHTS… your 
FEELINGS… and your ACTIONS… JUST as strongly… JUST as surely… JUST as 
powerfully… when you are back home… or at work… as when you are with me in this 
room.

You are now so VERY DEEPLY RELAXED… that EVERYTHING that I tell you that you 
allow is going to happen to you… FOR YOUR OWN GOOD…will happen exactly as I 
tell you. And EVERY FEELING… that I tell you that you experience… you experience… 
exactly as I tell you. And these THINGS CONTINUE TO HAPPEN TO YOU… every 
day… just as strongly…JUST as surely… JUST as powerfully… when you are back 
home… away… at work… as when you are with me in this room.

As a result of this DEEP HYPNOTIC RELAXATION… you are going to feel physically 
STRONGER and MORE ENERGETIC in every way. You feel MORE alert… MORE wide 
awake… MORE optimistic… You become MUCH LESS easily tired… MUCH LESS 
easily fatigued… MUCH LESS easily discouraged… MUCH LESS easily depressed 
(anxious). Every day… you become SO DEEPLY INTERESTED in whatever you are 
doing… in whatever is going on around you… that your mind becomes COMPLETELY 
DISTRACTED away from yourself. You no longer THINK NEARLY AS MUCH about 
yourself… you no longer DWELL NEARLY AS MUCH upon yourself and any 
difficulties… and you become MUCH LESS conscious of yourself… MUCH LESS 
preoccupied with yourself… and with your own feelings… EVERY DAY… your nerves 
become STRONGER AND STEADIER… your mind CALMER AND CLEARER… more 
composed… more calm… more tranquil. You become MUCH LESS easily worried… 
MUCH LESS easily agitated… MUCH LESS easily fearful and apprehensive… MUCH 
LESS easily upset.

You are able to THINK MORE CLEARLY… you are able to CONCENTRATE MORE 
EASILY. You easily GIVE YOUR WHOLE UNDIVIDED ATTENTION to whatever you are 
doing… to the complete exclusion of everything else… Consequently… YOUR 
MEMORY RAPIDLY IMPROVES… and you are able to SEE THINGS in their true 
perspective… WITHOUT MAGNIFYING THEM… without EVER ALLOWING them to get 
out of proportion. EVERY DAY… you become emotionally MUCH CALMER… MUCH 
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MORE settled… MUCH LESS easily disturbed. EVERY DAY… you become… and YOU 
REMAIN… MORE AND MORE COMPLETELY RELAXED… AND LESS TENSE EACH 
DAY… both mentally and physically… even when you are no longer seeing me. And AS 
YOU BECOME… and AS YOU REMAIN… MORE RELAXED… and LESS TENSE 
EACH DAY… so… you develop MUCH MORE CONFIDENCE in yourself… more 
confidence in your ability to do… not only what you HAVE TO DO each day… but more 
confidence in your ability to do whatever you OUGHT TO BE ABLE TO DO… without 
fear of failure… without fear of consequences…. Without unnecessary anxiety… without 
uneasiness. Because of this… EVERY DAY… you feel MORE AND MORE 
INDEPENDENT… more able to STICK UP FOR YOURSELF… to stand upon YOUR 
OWN FEET… to HOLD YOUR OWN… no matter how difficult or trying things may be.

                                       [INSERT SUGGESTIONS HERE]

EVERY DAY from this moment forward… YOU FEEL a greater feeling of PERSONAL 
WELL BEING… A GREATER FEELING OF PERSONAL SAFETY… AND SECURITY… 
than you have felt for a long, long time. And because ALL THESE THINGS HAPPEN… 
exactly as I tell you THEY WILL HAPPEN… they happen MORE AND MORE 
RAPIDLY… POWERFULLY… and completely…and you FEEL MUCH HAPPIER… 
MUCH MORE CONTENTED… MUCH MORE OPTIMISTIC in every way. You 
consequently become MUCH MORE ABLE TO RELY UPON… to DEPEND UPON… 
yourself… YOUR OWN EFFORTS… YOUR OWN JUDGMENT… YOUR OWN 
OPINIONS. You feel MUCH LESS need… to have to rely upon… or to depend upon… 
other people.


